
What To Expect At  
Your Trial:

 
Expect your trial to be like the "rough 

draft" of your wedding day look. We will 

discuss your likes and dislikes to decide 

on the perfect style for your day! Please 

keep in mind that your hair and makeup 

will not look "exactly" the way it will on the 

day of your event.

 

I promise you won't hurt my feelings! I 

would rather you tell me during your trial 

that you do not like something so that we 

can fix it, than you going home unhappy. 

This is the time to talk, play, and get an 

overall idea of what will work best for 

your big day!

 



 
 

 

For your hair trial, feel free to 

bring one to three inspiration 

photos where the model has similar 

length, color, density and texture to 

your own hair. Think about what 

you like about each of these styles 

and what you dislike about each of 

them. Keep in mind when bringing 

inspiration photos that they are 

INSPIRATION.  Please also keep in 

mind that a lot of the photos you 

see on Pinterest are of ladies who 

have hair extensions.

 

I



I ask that you come with completely dry 

hair (hair that has been washed the night 

before or day old hair is perfect). I will 

not be able to work very well with dirty, 

greasy hair and you aren't going to like 

the results either. Instead, I will "dirty" your 

hair up with products during your trial to 

get the best result. 

 

Also, please do not straighten your hair 

before your trial. This smoothes down the 

cuticle of your hair and it becomes very 

difficult for me to style your hair or use a 

curling iron. Instead, apply a styling aide 

while your hair is wet and give yourself a 

nice blowout. 

 

Make sure to bring your veil or hairpiece 

if you are wearing one, as well as any 

other extensions, hairpieces, or 

accessories you have.



For the makeup trial, I ask that you 

arrive with a clean, makeup-free 

face. It always helps if both your face 

and lips have been well moisturized 

too. Using an exfoliating cleanser the 

day before or day of your trial allows 

for smooth, exfoliated skin, which 

makes for a nice canvas or base for 

makeup.

If you are considering false lashes 

and are not accustomed to wearing 

them, the trial is a great time to test 

them out. 

 

 Also, please bring any lipstick you will 

be wearing or colors you are 

considering wearing the day of the 

wedding- if you are unsure I can help 

you with that at the trial.


